Bath Products
Luxury Bathing Gel-17.5oz $21.50
Kama Sutra Bathing Gels turn the simple, indulgent ritual of a bubble bath or shower into a
sensual interlude. Created from a blend of ten naturally moisturizing vegetable oils and
Vitamin E-rich wheat germ.
Available Options
MINT TREE K009
Fresh, invigorating mint awakens the senses as it lightly cools and tingles on
the skin.
OCEAN BLU K085
Rejuvenating ocean breezes soothe both the mind and body.
WILD CLOVE K004
Warm, spicy clove energizes the spirit.

TREASURE SEA BATHING KIT 20oz K010 $33.55
Transform a simple bath into an ocean of azure blue, where body and soul are imbued with
the distinct scent of the sea. Spirited from a faraway shore, a seashell scoop accompanies
each container of bath salts.

Naughty Bubbles 8.4oz BP1038 $21.40
Your deeply sexy, tuberose-scented liquid sin, perfect for pampering yourself alone, with a
toy, or with your favorite filthy-minded playmate. After your soak, simmering "glisten beads"
leave a sexy sheen that’s perfect before a hot night out... or in.

Bath Kitten by Booty Parlor BP3000 $60.10
Bath Kitten truly is the ultimate bath time escape kit. Booty Parlor's signature Naughty
Bubbles bath milk and a massage mitt (with waterproof bullet) designed to transform your
bath in to a relaxing, luxurious, ever-so-frisky spa experience.

Body Products
KamaSutra Oil of Love - 4 oz $22.80
Kissable, water-based foreplay oil that gently warms on the skin. Apply Oil of Love to
the erogenous zones of the body, lightly blow on the area to experience the gentle
warming sensation and follow with kisses, enjoying the sweet flavor. Not a massage oil
or a lubricant.
ORIGINAL K001- Kama Sutra’s first product, notes of creamy vanilla, warm chocolate
with a hint of spicy cinnamon.
RASPBERRY KISS K017 - The tart yet sweet flavor of wild raspberry.
VANILLA CRÈME K018 - Creamy vanilla flavor reminiscent of fresh baked
sugar cookies.
TROPICAL MANGO K056 - Sweet, ripe mango.
STRAWBERRY DREAMS K058- Plump, juicy strawberries. Our number one
seller!
COCONUT PINEAPPLE K240 - Melt-in-your-mouth coconut cream with a
splash of juicy pineapple.
FORBIDDEN APPLE K241 - Exotic and tangy with a sweet finish, like a candied apple.
SUGARED BERRY K242 - Rich and decadent, like a slice of berry pie topped with
whipped cream.
PASSIONATE PEACH K243 - Ripe summer peaches, sweet and juicy.

KamaSutra Honey Dust -8oz $34.95
Kissable, moisture-wicking body powder that leaves skin silky-soft and delicately
scented. Includes a sexy feather applicator. Talc free. Delicious kissable body dust with
a lightweight formula that wicks away moisture, leaving skin soft and
smooth.
SWEET HONEYSUCKLE K003 - Delicately sweet honeysuckle nectar.
RASPBERRY KISS K059 - Vine-ripened raspberries, sweetened with a touch of honey.
STRAWBERRY DREAMS K057 - Light and sweet, like strawberry mousse.
CHOCOLATE CARESS K100 - Smooth & rich like a sip of hot cocoa.

KamaSutra Pleasure Balm-1.7oz $20.25
Kissable, water-based body gel for romantic play. Formulated to provide a refreshing
tingling sensation on the skin. Not a flavored lubricant. A refreshing kissable body treat
with an exciting cool tingly sensation, water-based and non-staining.
RASPBERRY KISS K071 - Juicy raspberries, over ice.
SPEARMINT K074 - Classic spearmint, purely refreshing.
STRAWBERRY DREAMS K075 - Lusciously sweet strawberry sorbet.
CREME DE MENTHE K260 - Cool, creamy chocolate mint.
LIME MOJITO K261 - Fresh, tangy lime blended with cool mint

KamaSutra Lover`s Body Paint $17.20
Find your inner artist with this rich, decadent, kissable body paint. Paint this sweet treat
onto your lover’s body with the included paint brush and create your masterpiece. Follow
with kisses, savoring the sweet, delectable flavor.
CHOCOLATE CARESS K097 - Classic milk chocolate, creamy and delicious
RICH CARAMEL K168 - Smooth, melt-in-your mouth caramel
CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY K169 - Rich dark chocolate with a hint of
luscious raspberry

Lip Fetish $22.80
Rich, shiny kissing flavored gloss that gently plumps the lips with a subtle tingling sensation.
Available in an assortment of beautiful shades and irresistible flavors.
WILD RASPBERRY K205 - Bright fuchsia, perfect color for a night out. Luscious raspberry
flavored gloss gently warms the lips.
COOL MINT K206 - A beautiful nude shade with a baby-pink tint that subtly enhances your
natural lip color. Sweet, creamy mint flavored gloss like mint-chip ice cream, gently cools
and tingles the lips.
SWEET STRAWBERRY K207 - A warm pink shade that complements any skin tone.
Sweet strawberry flavored gloss gently warms the lips.

Intimate Caress Shave Cream $18.80
Ultra-rich shave crème made with Aloe Vera, Jojoba Seed Oil and Avocado Oil prepares
even the most sensitive skin for a silky-smooth shave. The moisturizing formula goes on
clear and can help reduce razor bumps. Kama Sutra's Intimate Caress Shave Cream leaves
Skin incredibly soft and delicately scented.
PASSIONATE POMEGRANATE K195- Juicy pomegranate with subtle floral undertones,
like pomegranate blossoms in bloom.
SWEET HONEYSUCKLE K196- Delicately sweet like the nectar from honeysuckle flowers.
COCONUT PINEAPPLE K197 - An exotic blend of creamy coconut and sweet pineapple.

JO Maximizer - 4.5oz JO664 $27.95
Maximizer is a non-hormonal body lotion that enhances breasts and buttocks by stimulating
and increasing volume of adipocytes. Also increases toning and firming of skin. Jo Maximizer
is a light, fast absorbing formula derived from natural ingredients.

JO Hair Reduction Serum - JO668 4oz $20.10
Tame unwanted hair with JO Hair Reduction Serum. This daily use serum slows hair growth
and makes hair lighter and thinner in just 2 weeks. Perfect for legs, underarms, face, body
and intimate areas. For MEN and WOMEN. Use immediately after hair removal for best
results. Safe to use with all forms of hair removal (shaving or waxing). Moisturizes skin to
reduce bumps and irritation.

JO Fresh for Men - 4oz JO673 $16.65
JO So Fresh! Hygiene Cream for Men alleviates chafing in sensitive areas while
moisturizing skin for lasting comfort. This moisture control cream goes on fast and dries
quickly into a comfortable body powder. Goes on fast, provides long lasting freshness.
Dries quickly into a soft powder. Talc Free, Paraben Free, Fragrance Free. Perfect for use
on knees, elbows, feet, hands, sensitive groin areas or any area of the body where
additional moisture is present.

JO Fresh for Women - 4oz JO675 $16.65
JO So Fresh! Hygiene Cream for Women alleviates chafing in sensitive areas while
moisturizing skin for lasting comfort. This moisture control cream goes on fast and dries
quickly into a comfortable body powder. Goes on fast, provides long lasting freshness. Dries
quickly into a soft powder. Talc Free, Paraben Free, Fragrance Free. Perfect for use on
knees, elbows, feet, hands, sensitive groin areas or any area of the body where additional
moisture is present.

8.5oz Balance Smooth $16.10
Sliquid Smooth is a gentle, rash free, intimate shave cream and is formulated completely
glycerin and paraben free. Great alternative to traditional soap & water or other lanolin
based / harsh shaving foams. Blended with mango butter, shea butter, aloe vera, alfalfa,
green tea extract, and vitamin E to leave your skin luxuriously soft and smooth.
Available Options:
Unscented, Honeydew, Grapefruit, Mango
Sliquid Smooth Ingredients: Purified H2O, Plant Cellulose, Cetyl & Stearyl Palmitate
(Derived from coconut oil), Mango Butter & Shea Butter, Cetrimonium Salts, Certified
Organic Extracts of Aloe Vera, Vitamin E, Alfalfa, Green Tea & Hibiscus, Essential Oil
Fragrances, Potassium Sorbate, Citric Acid.

Kissaholic Lip Gloss $19.25
Developed by a former Smashbox product developer, Kissaholic lip glosses soften the lips
with shea butter and vitamin E. Complete with Booty Parlor's signature aphrodisiac blend,
this lip gloss gently plumps lips without irritating the skin.
Tremble - Sheer sparkling pink with a frosted peppermint flavour
Throb - Sheer sparkling red with a cinnamon pop flavour
Swoon - Sheer deep berry with blackberry honey flavour
Sigh - Sheer nude mauve with passionfruit crème flavour
Shiver - Sheer pinky nude with pomegranate vanilla flavour
Faint - Sheer pink and coral with sugared pear flavour

Flirty Little Secret Pink Caviar Scrub BP2013 $29.05
A rich soufflé of skin polishing caviar beads and sugar, infused with a sexy secret weapon
designed to make you irresistible to the opposite sex! Enjoy the soft, buttery feel of your
bod, and light raspberry lemon scent.

Flirty Little Secret Butter BP2015 $31.15
Creamy, silky, lightly shimmering, and lusciously scented, Flirty Little Secret firming body
butter is infused with a sexy secret weapon to make you irresistible to the opposite sex!
3 firming agents to tone, smooth, and contour your curves.

Dust Up Kissable Body Shimmer BP2000 $30.75
Taste as good as you look and turn your body into a walking aphrodisiac with this edible
shimmering body powder that’s kissably delicious. Dust Up will make your skin feel as soft as
cashmere and has a gorgeous super-fine sparkle that looks like crushed diamonds.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Cocoa Bronze - Candy Pink - Marshmallow Gold

Flirty Little Secret Cream BP2010 $38.60
What's your Flirty Little Secret? This lightly shimmering, lusciously scented firming cream is
infused with a sexy secret weapon to make you irresistible to the opposite sex! Includes 3
firming agents to tone, smooth, & contour your curves.

Flirty Little Secret Bronzer BP2011 $38.60
This lightly shimmering, lusciously scented firming bronzer contains 3 firming agents to
tone, smooth, and contour your curves. Infused with a sexy secret weapon to make you
irresistible to the opposite sex! What's your Flirty Little Secret?

Flirty Little Secret Perfume Oil BP2022 $26.85
A silky, concentrated perfume oil that will enchant for hours. Enticing blend of plums,
raspberries, jasmine, cedar and sandalwood invites seduction. Natural jojoba-oil base lasts
longer than alcohol-based perfumes.

Candles
Island Passion Massage Candle K199 $26.85
Melts from candle wax to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding onto your lover's
skin for a sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Warm, seductive and wonderfully
emollient. Also wonderful as a fragrant stand-alone candle. 35 hour burn time.

Tropical Nights Massage Candle K201 $26.85
Melts from candle wax to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding onto your lover's skin for a
sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Warm, seductive and wonderfully emollient.
Also wonderful as a fragrant stand-alone candle. 35 hour burn time.

Mediterranean Almond Candle K202 $26.85
Melts from candle wax to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding onto your lover's skin for a
sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Warm, seductive and wonderfully emollient. Also
wonderful as a fragrant stand-alone candle. 35 hour burn time

Cocoa Mint Massage Candle K225 $26.85
Kama Sutra Massage Candles melt from candle wax to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding
onto your lover's skin for a sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Massage Candle in Cocoa
Mint Seduction has a delicious blend of rich chocolate and sweet mint that comes together
in this decadent, yummy scent.

Tahitian Sandalwood Candle K226 $26.85
Kama Sutra Massage Candles melt from candle to massage oil in a heartbeat. Massage
Candle in Tahitian Sandalwood has a creamy vanilla scent with soft woodsy notes. Warm,
fragrant and wonderfully emollient, Kama Sutra's Massage Candle is formulated with a
proprietary blend of skin-conditioning coconut oil, shea butter and vitamin E.

Coconut Pineapple Candle K227 $26.85
Kama Sutra Massage Candles melt from candle to massage oil in a heartbeat, gliding onto
your lover's skin for a sensual, smooth-as-silk massage. Coconut Pineapple has
the creamy scent of coconut with sweet notes of pineapple. Formulated with a
proprietary blend of skin-conditioning coconut oil, shea butter and vitamin E.

Love Lights - Massage Candle Gift Set K816 $45.90
Ignite the flames of passion with this tropical trio of petite massage candles formulated with
skin-conditioning Coconut Oil, Shea Butter and Vitamin E. These candles are wax-free and
naturally burn at a low temperature so they won’t burn the skin.
Tahitian Sandalwood - Creamy vanilla with exotic sandalwood.
Coconut Pineapple - Sweet, juicy pineapple blended with creamy coconut.
Island Passion Fruit - Juicy passion fruit, succulent papaya and sweet mango with a hint of
crisp melon.

Massage Candle - LELO LL1151 47.10
High-quality soy-based massage candles, combining Shea butter with apricot kernel oil for
the most exquisite feel on the skin. Intended for pouring when melted, they leave your skin
feeling sensuous and lightly scented. EcoF.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Snow Pear & Cedar wood - Black Pepper & Pomegranate - Vanilla & Crème de Cacao

Don't Stop Massage Candle BP1010 $42.90
Set the scene for seduction with the glow of this luxurious candle and let the thrilling
aphrodisiac fragrance arouse your senses. When you’re ready to play, blow out the flame
and drizzle the warm oil onto bare skin for an intimate, exciting experience.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Exotic Sandalwood Vanilla - Spicy Chocolate Cinnamon

Love Kits
WEEKENDER KIT K007 $36.35
When you’re planning a getaway with your lover, the Kama Sutra Weekender Kit is one
item that you won’t want to leave behind. This travel-size take-along pack contains
everything you need to make sure that your days and nights are filled with
desire...

STRAWBERRY DREAMS WEEKENDER K098 $36.35
Kama Sutra Strawberry Dreams Weekender Kit. This set is compact and ripe for romance
any time you desire. This set contains Strawberry Dreams Oil of Love, Pleasure Balm and
Honey Dust, A Sweet Almond Massage Oil and a Love Liquid Sensual
Lubricant.

Getaway Kit - Kama Sutra K120 $49.80
The ideal travel companion. Includes: French Vanilla Crème Body Soufflé, Romance
Candle, Love Liquid water-based lubricant, Vanilla Crème Oil of Love, &
Sweet Honeysuckle Honey Dust with a feather applicator.

As One - Intensify & Prolong K175 $29.55
This perfectly matched pair lets you stay in sync with your lover from foreplay to climax.
Prolonging Gel* helps him pace his pleasure. Intensifying Gel enhances her sensual
enjoyment and satisfaction with an exciting warming sensation. 2 x 0.4 fl oz.
*Contains 5% Benzocaine.

Sexy Sampler Pack- Kama Sutra K819 $26.85
This Sexy Sampler kit is created for adventurous lovers to experience the many pleasures
of Kama Sutra's most popular products. 5 Bottles: 0.25 fl oz 7 ml ea. Includes : Intensify
Plus Warming female arousal gel. Oil of Love Raspberry Kiss kissable body oil for romantic
play. Massage oil Coconut Pineapple. Pleasure Balm Spearmint sensations
body gel. Pleasure Potion silicone body gel for intimate massage.

Dare Me Pleasure Set - LELO LL801 $151.50
Pleasure set includes the soft-tasseled Sensua Suede Whip and Etherea Silk Cuffs. You
can add an even more exciting dimension to foreplay with Luna Beads™ Noir. Creating
subtle yet pleasurable vibrations that respond to movement, LELO’s seductive take on the
world's bestselling Ben Wa balls are perfect for foreplay and beyond, bringing the wearer
amazing sensations previously only ever dreamt of.

Indulge Me Pleasure Set - LELO LL805 $210.40
Combining the Intima Silk Blindfold with Tantra Feather Teaser you will take your passions
to the most insatiable heights, teasing out pleasure before sharing sensations with the
Noa™ Couples’ Massager. Worn by women when making love, it brings the most amazing
pleasures to both partners, where the prelude is surpassed only by its climax.

Pino Couples Ring Gift Set LL821 $269.90
As the world’s most refined, powerful and pleasurable couple’s ring around, its 10 vibration
settings enhance your share-value and expand your position portfolio when worn with a
partner. Luxury Gift-Set with Silver Cufflinks and Money Clip. Incredible 10 Ultra-Powerful
Stimulation Modes. Unique Ridge Design for Intense Sensations. 100% Waterproof & USBRechargeable.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Romantic Rendezvous Lovekit BP3025 $37.85
All the necessities for a seductive experience. This lusty collection will have you teasing
and pleasing all night long. Kit Includes: Naughty Bubbles Bubble Bath (2.1 oz), Don’t Stop
Massage Oil (2.1 oz), Add Magic Lubricant (2.1 oz).

Her Name is Rio Kit -Ooh OH305 $117.00
Go Brazilian with this hot hot pleasure kit for an unforgettable night. Simply connect the
motor to either shape and away you go. Includes a large motor, a vibrating
pebble and a classic vibrator.

What Happens in Vegas Kit -Ooh OH310 $117.00
The perfect pleasure kit for getting lucky, Vegas style. Simply connect the motor to either
shape and away you go. Includes a large motor, a classic vibrator and a vibrating cock ring.

London Love Kit - Ooh OH301 $105.00
The original pleasure kit for an iconic all-nighter. Simply connect the motor to either shape
and away you go. Includes a large motor, a vibrating pebble and a vibrating
cock ring.

Massage Products
AROMATIC MASSAGE OILS-8oz $24.20
Made with essential oils to promote deep relaxation, this rich, emollient
formula makes it a pleasure to give or receive a sensuous, full-body massage. Pour Kama
Sutra's Aromatic Massage Oil's into the bath or smooth onto the body as a daily moisturizer
for silky, hydrated skin.
SERENITY K015
Essences of marjoram, geranium and lavender- a calming blend created to ease stress and
release tension.
PLEASURE GARDEN K016
Combines rose, jasmine and sandalwood- a euphoric floral blend designed to promote
feelings of joy and release inhibitions.
SWEET ALMOND K021
A classic blend of sumptuous sweet, almond oil.
HARMONY BLEND K022
Essences of juniper, pine, lavender and rosemary- a soothing, rejuvenating remedy for the
mind and body.
SOARING SPIRIT K023
Sensual blend of essential oils of orange, lemon, mint, geranium, ginger, fennel and rose.

Naturals Massage Oil $25.60
A new line of Massage Oils made with natural ingredients. This sexy new edition to the
popular Massage Oil collection blends the essence of fresh fruit with a special blend of body
oils to create the perfect treatment for body and spirit. 8 fl oz. EcoF
PASSIONATE POMEGRANATE K192
Delicate fruit fragrance with subtle floral undertones, like pomegranate blossoms in bloom.
TROPICAL FRUITS K193
A blend of luscious tropical fruits, smells like a fresh fruit smoothie.
STRAWBERRY DIVINE K194
The fragrance of sweet, juicy, ripe strawberries
COCONUT PINEAPPLE K198
An exotic blend of creamy coconut and sweet pineapple.

Sensual Massage Lotion $25.60
Kama Sutra's rich and silky smooth massage lotion is our most luxurious massage product
yet! Luxurious as a daily lotion and perfect for sensual massages.
STRAWBERRY DREAMS K820
Sweet and juicy, freshly-picked ripe summer strawberries.
COCONUT PINEAPPLE K821
Creamy coconut blended with tropical pineapple.
HERBAL RENEWAL K822
A fresh, unisex blend of lavender, rosemary, sage, nutmeg and juniper.

1oz & 4oz - All in One Massage Glide $6.75, $25.60
Enjoy the pleasures of receiving a sensual massage with JO products. JO’s unique (silicone
based/condom compatible) formula provides a silky smooth massage, never greasy, oily or
tacky. Long lasting formula.
Available Options:
Unscented - Lavender - Citrus - Warming - Cranberry - Cucumber - Strawberry

Massage Bar $11.80
Natural flavours, essential oils and sweetened with natural Stevia. Melts at body
temperature - perfect for sensual couple massage. Great for moisturizing skin. EcoF
Available Options:
Chocolate Mint - Chocolate Mandarin - Coconut Cream - Mango - Cinnamon - Strawberry
- Ravish (Patchouli, Ylang Ylang, Clove & Vanilla) - Vanilla Venus - Watermelon Lavender

4.2oz & 8.5oz -Balance Massage Oil $15.70, $25.60
The Balance Collection Rejuvenation, Tranquility, Serenity, and Escape massage oils are a
unique blend of natural nut and seed oils, combined with hand selected organic botanical
extracts. All organic extracts are chosen for their natural skin healing and soothing
properties. Each massage oil is infused with scents designed to align your mind, body and
spirit.
Rejuvenation a refreshing, invigorating blend of Mandarin and Basil, which will revive and
restore your vitality.
Tranquility is a relaxing, calming blend of Coconut, Lime, and Verbena, designed to destress and relax with every application. Calling to mind visions of relaxing in a sunny
paradise, Tranquility will allow you to forget the stress of everyday life.
Serenity is a sexy and alluring Tahitian Vanilla aroma, made from natural extracts of the
richest and most vibrant strain of vanilla.
Escape is all the luxury of an elegant massage oil, with none of the scent.

